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International Sustainability Standards Board 

 

Dear Sir / Madam 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Exposure Draft IFRS 

Sustainability Disclosure Standard 

 

In general, we agree with the proposed approaches. At the same time, we have a 

few notes that are not of a fundamental nature, but may be important for 

practitioners. 

 

To Question 2—Governance 

 

The governance body or board, committee should consult with sectoral climate 

scientists for monitoring of climate-related risks and opportunities. This will 

provide a scientific background for managing the company's climate-related 

risks. From other side, this approach consolidates practical background for 

academic climatic research. Such collaboration will promote close cooperation 

of business with science and create more effective solution of global climate 

problems. 

 

To Question 4—Concentrations of climate-related risks and opportunities in an 

entity’s value chain 

 

Information about concentrations of climate-related risks in an entity’s value 

chain could be not only qualitative but also quantitative, and more detailed if the 

company so decides for discover more opportunities associated with the 

climate.  

 

To Question 5—Transition plans and carbon offsets 

 

Before resorting to carbon offsets, the company must demonstrate that 

everything possible has been done to reduce carbon emissions. 

 

To Question 8—Risk management 

 



Effective risk management is the main for surviving and developing of 

companies, so expanding the scope of risk management disclosure seems 

appropriate. In addition, the relationship between climate risks sometimes has 

deeper roots and is not always obvious, so it is important to consider even 

indirect features. This only strengthens preventive measures to eliminate risks. 

 

To Question 9—Cross-industry metric categories and greenhouse gas emissions 

 

Businesses that generate significant emissions of particularly hazardous 

greenhouse gases must submit separate reports for disclosing it in addition to 

the general Scopes expressed in CO2 equivalent. 

 

To Question 11—Industry-based requirements 

 

BREEAM, LEED, DGNB, WELL and other certificate systems recommended 

to use for the construction industry. The Life Cycle Assessment mechanism is 

present in the standards ISO 14041-14044 

 

To Question 12—Costs, benefits and likely effects 

 

Saving resources and funds is the basis of a sustainable business approach, so 

the basis of any decision is to maintain a balance between costs and benefits. At 

the same time, most innovative technologies are more expensive than their 

standard counterparts, and the stage of profitability and cost reduction comes 

after innovations become widespread. Therefore, it is necessary to provide 

encouraging measures for leader in innovation technologies. 

 

To Question 13—Verifiability and enforceability 

 

The digitalization of all company processes is the best way to ensure the 

transparency and verifiability of the of the enhancing qualitative characteristics 

of sustainability-related financial information. Companies should encourage to 

use digital products that counting climate indicators. 

 

To Question 15—Digital reporting 

 

To disclose information that may be difficult to digitize, a scoring system must 

be introduced: for example, a percentage ratio depending on the planned or 

maximum possible results. 

 

To Question 16—Global baseline 

 

It is proposed to disclose information about the intentions and development 

potential of the company to assess the prospects for future cooperation. 

Furthermore, this approach will stimulate the company for further developing, 



and will give more opportunity to make assessments of enterprise value by all 

stakeholders interested in the effects of climate change. 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Tetiana Kryvomaz,……………, Team Lead of ESG UA NvD Platform 


